ABSTRACT Automatic human fall detection is one important research topic in caring for vulnerable people, such as elders at home and patients in medical places. Over the past decade, numerous methods aiming at solving the problem were proposed. However, the existing methods only focus on detecting human themselves and cannot work effectively in complicated environments, especially for the falls on furniture. To alleviate this problem, a new method for human fall detection on furniture using scene analysis based on deep learning and activity characteristics is presented in this paper. The proposed method first performs scene analysis using a deep learning method faster R-CNN to detect human and furniture. Meanwhile, the space relation between human and furniture is detected. The activity characteristics of the detected people, such as human shape aspect ratio, centroid, motion speed are detected and tracked. Through measuring the changes of these characteristics and judging the relations between the people and furniture nearby, the falls on furniture can be effectively detected. Experiment results demonstrated that our approach not only accurately and effectively detected falls on furniture, such as sofa and chairs but also distinguished them from other fall-like activities, such as sitting or lying down, while the existing methods have difficulties to handle these. In our experiments, our algorithm achieved 94.44% precision, 94.95% recall, and 95.50% accuracy. The proposed method can be potentially used and integrated as a medical assistance in health care and medical places and appliances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, more and more elderly people had to live alone due to the development of seriously aging society. In the report of literature [1] , the old-age dependency ratio will sharply increase from 22% in 2010 to 37% by 2050. The attendant problem is that falls have been one of the major health hazards among the population of age over 60 living alone, among whom accidental falls have become a widespread accident. Nowadays, falls are threatening the health and lifestyle of victims. Furthermore, falls are considered as the eighth leading cause of death in the U.S. [2] . A lot of falls occur in our daily activities. Besides falls during walking, many falls occur in the process of sitting or lying. Compared to healthy people, patients most likely have difficulties to control the balance of the body and hence fall, therefore human falls often happen in medical places. If a person falls unconsciously without getting emergency treatments, irreversible consequences such as fracture, stroke, disability and even death may occur. Unfortunately, the existing methods cannot effectively detect falls in complicated environments, especially for the falls on furniture which have different features from falls on floor because of involving furniture. In order to automatically detect the human fall in real time and provide medical rescue timely, it is extremely important to achieve highly accurate fall detection in complicated environments, especially for the falls on furniture which are big challenges for the existing methods.
For the reasons described above and other reasons, more and more researchers are keen on fall detection and activity classification, and have published many literatures on fall detection. The fall detection methods can be roughly classified into two types, i.e. the Auxiliary Equipment-based Method and the Vision-based Method.
A. THE AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT-BASED METHOD
Fall detection methods based on auxiliary equipments are mainly reflected in the wearable equipments and ambient sensors. As for wearable equipment, people mainly use them to monitor human and record some movement parameters. Pierleoni et al. [3] proposed a fall detection system consisting of an inertial unit that included tri-axial accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer to extract movement parameter. Their experiments obtained excellent accuracy, sensitivity and specificity, but they must place the sensors on the waist of a person. Ozcan et al. [4] placed a sensor camera in a person, and compared the changes in perspective to determine the fall behavior. Based on a wearable device, Ejupi et al. [5] developed a wavelet-based algorithm to detect and assess quality of sit-to-stand movements and assessment of fall risk in older people. Literatures [6] - [11] also described fall detection based on wearable devices such as smart phone, accelerometer or gyroscope. As for ambient sensors, people used them to collect environmental information to detect pedestrian falls. In the literatures [12] , [13] , researchers collected floor information including vibration and pressure to detect falls. Andò et al. [14] detected ADLs (Activities of Daily Living) by smart phone equipped with many embedded sensors to collect environment information. Stone et al. [15] used Kinect camera to extract personal depth images, and then calculated the vertical state to detect the fall. Zhuang et al. [16] proposed a method collecting audio signals from a microphone to detect fall behavior. Droghini et al. [17] used sound as input signal and proposed a semi-supervised framework that distinguished normal people from falling people based on a combination of OCSVM (One-Calss Support Vector Machine) and template matching classifier. There are other literature [18] - [21] to detect fall by collecting ambient information through smart camera and Kinect.
The Auxiliary Equipment-based Method as discussed above has some obvious shortcomings such as poor robustness and accuracy, and requirement of placing multiple sensors at selective and strategic positions. The above methods cannot effectively detect falls in complicated environments, especially for the falls on furniture. The methods using pressure, vibration and other ambient signals are very sensitive to external factors and hence have poor anti-noise capability. Another limitation is that these approaches are confined to where the sensors are installed. Besides, wearing these auxiliary equipment may be inconvenient and uncomfortable for people.
B. THE VISION-BASED METHOD
Due to the defects of the Auxiliary Equipment-based Method, more and more researchers have begun to study the Visionbased Method. Compared with the Auxiliary Equipmentbased Method, this method needs no auxiliary equipment and achieves fall detection by intelligent algorithm analyzing video stream. Wang et al. [22] presented a novel model to segment foreground and detect pedestrian, then calculated the change of human contour to detect fall behavior. According to the changes of human body contours, Zerrouki et al. [23] identified human posture by SVM (Support Vector Machine) and classified fall behavior by HMM (Hidden Markov Model). Sun et al. [24] proposed a fall detection model based on thresholds according to the three stages of human fall: free fall, hitting the ground and stationary. This type of method mainly includes feature analysis approaches [25] , [26] , shape change analysis approaches [27] , [28] , posture analysis approaches [29] , [30] , and position analysis approaches [31] , [32] . These methods perform well in normal fall behavior, but robustness and reliability were poor in complicated environment, especially for the falls on furniture. Since many researchers used various methods to detect fall, what is the difference of our work?
C. DIFFERENCE OF OUR WORK
Literature [33] pointed out that activities of elderly could be divided into four states, i.e. (1) the resting state such as standing, sitting, lying, or sleeping, (2) the movement state such as walking or running, (3) the emergency state such as falling, (4) the transition state such as standing to sitting, standing to lying, and so on. A lot of research work has been done to classify the basic activities of elderly mentioned above. Toreyin et al. [34] used HMM to track human, and used video sensor and shape parameters to detect fall behavior. This method could distinguish a person sitting on a floor from a person stumbling and falling. But this method used a sound sensor that was susceptible to external disturbances and could classify only limited activities. Rougier et al. [28] detected fall behavior based on a combination of motion history and human shape variation. Due to rely on history motion it couldn't classify special fall behaviors. Nait-Charif et al. [36] used a coarse ellipse model as a cue for fall detection, while Weidong et al. [37] used human shape aspect ratio to judge falls toward different directions. However, they did not discuss how to process falls on furniture. Ozcan et al. [38] used wearable camera to perform fall detection, but using an auxiliary equipment was inconvenient.
To alleviate the problems of the existing methods discussed above, a new video detection method for human fall detection on furniture using scene analysis based on deep learning and activity characteristics is presented in this paper. This method first performs scene analysis using a deep learning method, i.e. Faster R-CNN, to detect human and furniture such as sofa. The space relation between human and furniture are detected in scene analysis. The activity characteristics of the detected people such as human shape aspect ratio, centroid, motion speed are detected and tracked. By means of measuring the changes of these characteristics and judging the relations between people and furniture nearby, the falls on furniture can be effectively detected. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II is an overview of our proposed method in the whole detection framework. In section III, we describe object detection and scene analysis in details. Then fall detection experiments are discussed in section IV. The paper is concluded in section V.
II. OVERVIEW OF OUR PROPOSED METHOD FOR HUMAN FALL DETECTION
As shown in Fig. 1 , our proposed method for human fall detection on furniture consists of three parts. The first part is the scene analysis module based on Faster R-CNN to obtain the information of locations and objects in the scene. For detecting falls in complicated environments, we first put forward scene analysis using a deep learning method Faster R-CNN to measure the space relation between human and furniture. The second part is the Activity Characteristics Extraction module which calculates activity features of the detected people such as human shape aspect ratio, centroid, motion speed during detecting and tracking people. The third part is the fall and ADL recognition module. According to the features extracted from the second part, this module uses an automatic decision engine and a series of criteria to distinguish falls from ADLs by measuring the changes of these characteristics and judging the relation between people and furniture.
III. FALL DETECTION USING SCENE ANALYSIS BASED ON DEEP LEARNING AND ACTIVITY CHARACTERISTICS A. SCENE ANALYSIS USING FASTER R-CNN
Scene analysis is an important procedure in our detection framework. In order to extract the accurate information of locations and objects in the scene, it's essential to choose an excellent object detection algorithm. Compared with R-CNN [39] , Fast R-CNN [40] and other methods [41] , [42] , Faster R-CNN [43] has higher accuracy and faster speed of object detection. The object detection method Faster R-CNN mainly consists of two modules. The first module is the Fast R-CNN detector [40] that uses the proposed regions. The second module is a deep fully convolutional network that proposes regions. So, Faster R-CNN can be simply seen as a method combining region proposal network with Fast R-CNN. In other words, it uses region proposal network to replace the selective search method in Fast R-CNN. As shown in Fig. 2 , from R-CNN to Fast R-CNN, and to Faster R-CNN, four steps (candidate region generation, feature extraction, classification, and location refinement) are finally unified into a depth network framework. All the calculations are not repeated and completely run in the GPU, greatly improving the speed.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the region proposal network slides a small network over the n-by-n convlutional feature map, and chooses a small sliding window as the input of the samll network. Each sliding window is decreased to 256-dimension features contained in two sliding full-connected layers, i.e. a regression layer (reg layer) and a classification layer (cls layer). We locate each sliding window and predict multiple region proposals to find the number of maximum possible proposals for each location (denoted as k). Therefore, 4k outputs encode the coordinates of k boxes in reg layer, and the 2k outputs estimate probability of object for each proposal in cls layer [43] . The k proposals are relative to k reference boxes, which is defined as anchors. An anchor is centered at the sliding window in question, and is connected with a scale and aspect ratio as shown in the Region Proposal Network in Fig. 1 . The RPN is trained end-to-end to generate accurate region proposal. Following literature [43] , the loss function is defined as
Here, p i is the predicted probability of judging anchor i as an object. The parameter p * i is euqal to 1 or 0 which means the anchor is positive or negative. The 4 parameterized coordinates of the perdictrd bounding box is denoted as t i , and t * i is the bounding box associated with a positive anchor. The classification loss L cls is log loss between being this object and not this object. We use
where R is the robust loss function (smooth L 1 ) to represent the regression loss. The two terms are normalized by N cls and N reg and weighted by a balancing parameter λ.
Although RPN and Fast R-CNN have different achitecture including different convolutional layers and training ways, both them have a raw feature extraction net to produce feature. Faster R-CNN develops an technique which shares convolutional layers between the two networks. RPN and Fast R-CNN are merged into a single network to share their convolutional features. As for classification and location refinement, the feature can be viewed as a 256-channel image with a scale of 51 * 39. For each position of the image, the feature can be considered as nine possible candidate windows named anchors. The classification layer outputs the probability that each of the nine locations belongs to the foreground and background. The window regression layer outputs the position of each anchor, and the 9 anchors' corresponding windows should shift the scaled parameters. For each location, the classification layer outputs the probability of the foreground and background from the 256-dimensional feature. The window regression layer outputs four translation scaling parameters from the 256-dimensional feature. In partial cases, the two layers are fully-connected networks. In global cases, because the network in all locations (51 * 39) has the same parameters, using the actual size of 1 × 1 net achieves the convolution network.
In order to detect human falls on furniture, we must analyze the objects in scene. We can extract the accurate information of locations and objects by Faster R-CNN. Literature [33] addresses mainly activities of daily living. Therefore, it is necessary for us to detect some objects associated with ADLs such as chair and sofa. We carry out object detection with five videos, each including 600 frames. As shown in the effectively. Based on Faster R-CNN to analyze scene, we can obtain the accurate information of locations and objects.
B. ACTIVITY CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN FALLS
There are various causes for fall behavior. Besides many falls occurred during walking, falls often happen when people sit or lie down on the furniture such as chair and sofa. Because characteristics of special falls such as falling on the sofa are similar to characteristics of some human ADLs, the traditional method has difficulty to distinguish special falls and fall-like activities from ADLs. Even if some methods can detect falls on the furniture, these methods cannot classify and identify fall behaviors. Therefore, detection of fall on furniture is a challenging problem. To solve the above problem, we take the space relation between human and objects (as shown in Fig. 3, left) into consideration. Then, we first propose a new feature (denoted as Dn) to measure the spatial relation between human and furniture.
We extract the accurate information of location and object in scene analysis. We assume that the given video is represented as V , and N (n|n ∈ Z ) denotes the total frames in the video V . The human center ( Hc), human width (Hw), human height (Hh), the location information of each person can be represented as Person V = {( − → Hc i , Hw i , Hh i )|i ∈}. The object center ( Oc), object width (Ow), object height (Oh), location information of each object in the video V can be represented as
If having no object, the value will be given null. We define the spatial distance (D) between human and furniture as Formula (2). Due to the different size of each furniture, using distance directly cannot be a unified measure. Therefore we need to normalize the distance between human and furniture. The space relation between human and furniture (Dn) is defined as Formula (3):
First of all, the feature Dn is tested using a video with two chairs and a sofa, in which, we firstly walk through the chair2 and sofa, then sit in the chair1. By making the experiment, we get the changes of Dn shown in Fig. 4 . When people pass the chair2 and the sofa, the magnitude of Dn(chair2) and Dn(sofa) is decreasing. From the 350 th frame to the 440 th frame, the person Dn(chair2) and Dn(sofa) become larger, but Dn(chair1) is decreasing. Therefore, it is determined that the behavior is relevant to chair1. A large number of methods were investigated in literatures [25] - [32] such as using human shape aspect ratio (R), the standard deviation of each ten adjacent frames, shape aspect ratio (σ ), human centroid (Hc) height (Hh) and human motion velocity (Hv). We extract some activity features following the Formula (4)-(7). The direction vector in the vertical direction is denoted as e z :
Secondly, we extract activity characteristics of human fall following procedures in Fig. 3 . Four activities such as walking, walking to sit, walking to lie down and walking to fall are contained in our test videos. According to Formula (4)- (6), we extract the three features, hence the magnitude trends of Dn, R and σ with each frame of the video are plotted in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5(a) , people walk from begin to end ( Fig. 5(a) , blue line), sit on the chair from 253 th frame to 503 th frame ( Fig. 5(a) , green line), fall on the ground from 255 th frame to end (Fig. 5(a) , red line) and lie on the sofa from 315 th frame to end (Fig. 5(a) , black line). In Fig. 5(b) , the magnitude of σ also changes as the magnitude of R changes instantaneously. We can clearly see that the magnitude of R is very small and smooth when people walk normally and the magnitude of R has undergone great changes when people's activities change. Obviously, the feature show different values in different behaviors and have a good distinction.
Thirdly, we discuss some special conditions of the fall such as falling on a chair or sofa. Our algorithm is able to effectively distinguish lying from falling. In the experimental sample videos, people's activities mainly include sitting in a chair, falling on a chair, lying on the sofa, and falling on the sofa. As shown in Fig. 5 , we calculate and plot the changes of three features for four activities. In Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) , we can see that it is difficult to distinguish between sitting in the chair and falling on the chair by R and Dn. But σ has a good effect for distinguishing both activities. Similarly, in Fig. 6 (c) and 6(d), σ also has a good effect for distinguishing lying on the sofa from falling on the sofa.
According to the above experiments, the features of each behavior are within a fixed range. We can summarize the range of three parameters for different activities as shown in Table 2 . Through a series of experiments, we record the ranges of each feature for different behaviors. We design an algorithm for recognizing falls and classifying ADLs, as shown in Fig.7 . Through the range of different behavioral features, our method performs well in behavior classification and fall recognition. We perform a series of experiments to verify the performance of our algorithm in section IV.
C. ALGORITHM OF FALL AND ADL RECOGNITION
Based on the features extracted from activities and some feasibility analysis in activity characteristic of falls, we propose an automatic engine (as shown in Fig. 7 ) to distinguish falls from ADLs, given that there are n persons in the scene. We definite p = {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p n } as the sample collection, and each sample has m characteristics p i = {p i1 , p i2 , p i3 , . . . , p im }, where p ij represents j th features in i th sample. n samples are divided into k classes which are denoted as C = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c k }. The minimum square error of k classes is denoted as
where
x is the mean vector of c i . µ i describes the compactness of the inner class mean vector. The smaller value of E means the higher similarity in outer class. Our algorithm in detail is shown in the Algorithm 1.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the feature of each person is regarded as the input, and the features for different classes are stored in the decision engine database. Then, based on the decision engine database, we calculate the correlation coefficient between p j and p i to judge the differences of outer class and calculate the distance between p j and µ i to judge the differences of inner class. Next, the decision factor is synthesized by the differences between outer class and inner class. Finally, we choose the minimum decision factor to classify input feature. Some results of classification are shown in Fig. 7 . We can clearly see that our algorithm has a good distinction of falls from some activities of daily living such as sitting, lying down and falling. Here, we extract three kinds of features (R, σ and Dn) for three kinds of behaviors (walk, sit and fall). To prove our algorithm, we can intuitively see the result of classification in three features. One hundred and fifty samples are divided into 3 classes, denoted as C = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }. Our original features are shown in Fig. 8 , where the red points, green points and blue point represent the features of walking, sitting and falling, respectively. After 150 epochs, we obtain the result of classification in Fig. 9 , where the red points, green points and blue point represent the behavior of walking, sitting and falling, respectively. The cluster centers are marked with black ×. 
for j = 1, 2, . . . , m do 5.
Calculating the correlation coefficient between p j and p i :
Calculating the distance between p j and µ i :
Calculating decision factor ψ ji :
Generating the classification mark of p j :
Add p j to responding class: c λ j = c λ j {p j } 10.
for i = 1, 2, . . . , k do 11.
Calculating the new mean vector:
Update µ i = µ i 14. else 15. Don't update µ i 16. Until: all mean vectors don't need to update. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Our method was implemented using Ubuntu 16.04LTS + Tensorflow 1.0.0 + Opencv2.4.9 + on a PC using an Intel Core i7-4790 3.60 GHz processor and Quadro M4000, 8G RAM. Our main purpose is to distinguish falls in daily activities which contains walking, sitting, sleeping, lying down, falling on the ground, sitting in chair, sitting in sofa, falling on sofa and falling on chair. Most of the existing activity datasets lack the data we need. For example, the KTH Dataset and the Weizmann Dataset are commonly used to recognize human action, while the KTH Dataset contains 6 kinds of activities, such as walking, jogging, running, boxing, hand waving and hand clapping. The Weizmann Dataset contains 10 activities, such as bending, jacking, jumping, running, skipping, walking, wave1 and wave2 which do not provide all action samples we need. Ultimately, we chose UR fall detection dataset [44] to test the performance of our algorithm. UR fall detection dataset contains 70 video sequences (30 falls + 40 activities of daily living). Fall events are recorded with 2 Microsoft Kinect cameras and corresponding accelerometric data. ADL events are recorded with only one device and accelerometer. Since the approach we proposed is a vision based algorithm and no auxiliary equipment is required, RGB images recorded with camera 0 are used in our experiments.
We also collected our own datasets using HIKVISION DS-2D3304IW-D4 Webcam, which was fixed 1.6 meters above the ground. The distance between camera and object is about 4 meters. Person and furniture are included in our video samples. The self-collected dataset mainly contains seven actions, including walking, falling on the ground, falling on the furniture such as sofa or chair, sitting, lying down and so on. We collected 200 videos in various scenes. Each video contains 400 to 800 frames. The duration of each video is 20 to 30 seconds. There are total 100 fall videos (50 videos of falling on the ground and 50 videos of falling on furniture) and total 100 no-fall videos (25 videos of walking, 25 videos of sitting in chair, 25 videos of sitting in sofa and 25 videos of lying on sofa). For safety and realistic performance considerations, subjects performed the fall actions on a 5 cm-thick cushion.
A. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Qualitative analysis was done first in our experiment. Since the existing datasets cannot provide enough data we need, especially for sitting or falling on furniture such as chair and sofa, our qualitative experiments were carried out using selfcollected dataset according to previous experience. As discussed above, we propose a new detection method for human fall detection on furniture using scene analysis based on deep learning and activity characteristics. Unlike classical approaches only focusing on detecting human themselves, the proposed method first determines the spatial relation between human and furniture detected in scene analysis. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method and difference from other methods, we will take some experiment examples to compare with other methods.
The detection results of our algorithm on self-collected dataset are shown in Fig. 10 . According to Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) , our method had a good performance to classify lying down and falling on sofa, whereas the shape aspect ratio based method [37] and the height based method [45] did not work well for this condition, both generating false detection and incorrectly judging lying down on sofa as fall behavior. As for Fig. 10(c) and Fig. 10(d) , our method performed well in distinguishing the behaviors of sitting and falling on chair, whereas the height based method and the shape aspect ratio based method had failure of missed detection. Although the shape aspect ratio velocity based method [46] and the height velocity based method [47] sometimes correctly detected falls happened on furniture, the accuracy of these methods are lower than our method. However, even when these methods only detected falls happened, they could not identify and recognize that the falls were falling on furniture. Therefore, compared with other methods, our proposed method has better capability of distinguishing some fall-like behaviors and some special fall behaviors such as falling on furniture.
B. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Quantitative analysis was done first on our self-collected dataset. By our proposed method, the number of true detection for different behaviors is recorded in Table 3 . We obtained a good performance to distinguish some special falls and some fall-like behaviors. Seven kinds of activities in our self-collected dataset were classified accurately, especially for distinguishing falling on sofa from lying down, and distinguishing sitting in chair from falling on chair. Here, TP (True Positive) means the fall samples judged as falls. TN (True Negative) means the no-fall samples judged as no-falls. To further verify the robustness of our proposed method, the method was compared with the existing advanced methods using quantitative analysis. The fall detection accuracy of the proposed method was compared with other methods using ROC curves and AUC (Area Under ROC Curve). In recent years, some methods such as shape aspect ratio based method, height based method, shape aspect ratio velocity based method and height velocity based method were proposed. Although they have some variations, their major ideas still just focus on detection of human themselves. We have conducted our comparison experiments against the shape aspect ratio based method [37] , the height based method [45] , the shape aspect ratio velocity based method [46] and the height velocity based method [47] .
Both the standard dataset and our self-collected dataset were used to construct our comparative experiments. Thirty falls and 40 ADLs which were shuffled and collected in the UR fall detection dataset [44] are regarded as the standard dataset. Some detection results of our algorithm on standard dataset are shown in Fig. 11 . Two hundred self-collected videos which contain seven actions including walking, falling on the ground, falling on furniture such as sofa or chair, sitting and lying down, are regarded as the self-collected dataset. The detection results of our algorithm on self-collected dataset are shown in Fig. 10 . The standard dataset was utilized to verify the universality of the method. Because the self-collected images are more complex and closer to the fall condition, they are used to verify the superiority of our proposed method.
As we all know, if the ROC curve of algorithm A is encased by algorithm B, it means the performance of B is better than A. It is shown from Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 that the ROC curve of our proposed method almost encases the other four methods on self-collected dataset and standard dataset. Fig. 12 and Fig.13 also demonstrate that our proposed method has the higher true positive rate than the other four methods on the two testing datasets. We can conclude that our proposed method performs better than other four methods in both the self-collected dataset and the standard dataset.
Besides, the magnitude of AUC also can determine the performance of algorithm. The larger the area of AUC is, the better the performance of the method [48] . The magnitude of AUC is calculated based on ROC curves and shown in the Table 4 . It is shown from the Table 4 that the proposed method has the largest AUC area on the two testing dataset. All of the experimental results can demonstrate that our method has a much better effect in detecting human fall behaviors, especial for distinguishing the falls on furniture from not only ADLs but also sitting or lying on the furniture.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new method for detecting human fall on furniture using scene analysis based on deep learning and activity characteristics. The proposed method first performs scene analysis using a deep learning method Faster R-CNN to detect human and furniture such as sofa. Unlike classical approaches only focusing on detecting human themselves, the spatial relation between human and furniture are detected in the scene. A series of activity characteristics are detected and tracked. By means of measuring the changes of these characteristics and judging the relations between people and furniture nearby, the falls on furniture can be effectively detected. In our experimental result on the self-collected dataset and the standard dataset, falls can be accurately and effectively distinguished from other fall-like activities such as sitting or lying down. Some special fall behavior such as falling on sofa or chair can be distinguished accurately, which are very difficult for other existing approaches to differentiate. Besides, the qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrate that our proposed method improves accuracy and overall performance in fall detection. As for the falllike behaviors and special fall behaviors like falling on furniture, our method achieved excellent robustness to distinguish them.
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